CASE STUDY

Ontario Systems: IP Assurance
for Successful Acquisitions
Ontario Systems provides software and solutions that help customers
automate their recovery operations and offers accounts receivable
management and revenue recovery solutions for the collection industry,
healthcare providers, and financial services.
“We’ve been working with Black Duck for the past five or six years to add
visibility when considering an acquisition,” says Michael Wolfe, vice president
and chief technology officer of Ontario Systems. “For example, we recently
looked at a target acquisition of a technology company, and there were
three codebases of theirs in particular that were important to the investment
thesis. It helps our investors feel good about the technology involved in the
acquisition, since we’re mostly dealing in intellectual property. It’s what the
entire transaction is about.”

Tech due diligence for IP assurance
“I would think that any strategy for tech due diligence, especially when people
are worried about IP and the safety of their IP, would include open source
scans of all licenses because, as you know, developers are prone to using the
best tools available, and they aren’t always concerned about what the licenses
are and what the libraries are,” Wolfe adds. “If you’re acquiring another
company or looking at an acquisition, you don’t know the rigor they’ve put in
place around scanning for open source licenses or tracking them.”
“I think it’s human nature for engineers to solve problems, and open source
solves a lot of problems, but if you’re not careful about the licensing, that can
give away your IP. There’s a huge risk to not know the status of your codebase
if you’re going into a transaction that’s based on the IP that you’re acquiring. I
can’t imagine tech due diligence without that.”
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“We engaged Black
Duck to do some
open source scans
of three codebases,
to give us some
confidence through
the purchasing
process of what
exposures there
might be from an
open source risk
perspective.”

“Closing is very sensitive and due diligence timelines can be very short,
and you’re trying to get the highest level of confidence possible in the
shortest amount of time for the investors, so Black Duck’s responsiveness
is really good.”
“These reports are always extremely revealing, and while there were things
that were not of imminent risk to the deal, they revealed a lot of things,”
continues Wolfe. “You never know to what extent people have included open
source, and I have seen it included to a pretty large extent consistently. It
absolutely is always eye-opening.”
“Black Duck understands the tech due diligence process, the quality of report
is top-notch, and you won’t have to spend a lot of time figuring things out for
yourself from scratch.”

“I would think that any
strategy for tech due
diligence, especially
when people are worried
about IP and the safety
of their IP, would include
open source scans of all
licenses.”

The Synopsys difference
Synopsys Software Integrity Group helps organizations build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks while maximizing speed
and productivity. Synopsys, a recognized leader in application security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and
dynamic analysis solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary code, open source
components, and application behavior. With a combination of industry-leading tools, services, and expertise, only Synopsys helps
organizations maximize security and quality in DevSecOps and throughout the software development life cycle.
For more information, go to www.synopsys.com/software.
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